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NEW! Qualifier Series APEX Mini Touring! 

 
1:18 Scale Ready-To-Run Electric On Road 4WD Touring Car 
 
The Qualifier Series is Team Associated's exciting new line of sport-level products that are designed 
to be FUN above all else, easy to use, durable, lower cost, and provide an easy way to get into the 
RC hobby. When great looks and high performance are combined with quality features and value 
pricing, it becomes the ultimate sport product. When all this is offered from Team Associated, it's 
nothing short of awesome. 
 
The Apex Mini Touring Car is a fully assembled, Ready-To-Run electric 4WD touring car that includes 
a 6-cell battery, a battery charger and XP 2.4GHz radio system. 
 
Suspension is managed by four fluid-filled, adjustable, coil-over shocks. Traction is handled with the 
treaded, high-grip racing tires mounted on 7-spoke wheels. The Apex Mini features a factory-finished 
detailed racing body that comes in two different color schemes. 
 
Many optional performance parts are already available for the Apex Mini, allowing you to trick out 
your ride just the way you want to! 



 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 
Qualifier Series Apex Mini Touring Features:   
 Factory-finished touring car body - 2 color schemes! 
 High-performance XP 2.4GHz radio system with XP micro servo 
 XPS micro electronic speed controller 
 Super 370 high-performance motor 
 High-capacity NiMH battery pack and charger included 
 Adjustable, coil-over, fluid-filled shocks 
 Fully symmetrical lower suspension arms  
 Full precision ball bearing  
 Many optional performance parts and accessories available 

 

UPC: 
784695 201194 #20119 

Qualifier Series  
APEX Mini Touring RTR 

MAP:  
$144.99 

MSRP:  
$239.99 

Available:  
 May 2013 

 
 
 
Download photos at: http://www.teamassociated.com/productshots/vehicles/  

Apex Mini Specifications: 
   

Scale: 1:18 

Power: Electric 

Length: 206mm 

Width: 140mm 

Weight: 590g 

Wheelbase: 154mm 

Drive: 4WD 
 

Items required for operation: 
 6 AA batteries for transmitter.  

(Shown smaller than 
actual size.) 


